
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus 
Christ, Mother Mary, Master MORE and Saint 
Germain, I invoke the Light that Lights every 
being that comes into the world to awaken me 
to my original purpose for descending into the 
Ma-ter Spheres and to my particular Divine 
plan for this lifetime. I especially ask for Di-
vine Direction in: 

[Briefly describe the inner or outer circum-
stances concerning which you desire direction.]

God is Father and Mother
God is Father, God is Mother,
never one without the other.

Your balanced union is our source,
your Love will keep us on our course. 
You offer us abundant life,
to free us from all sense of strife.
We plunge ourselves into the stream,
awakening from this bad dream.
We see that life is truly one,
and thus our victory is won. 
We have returned unto our God,
on the path the saints have trod.
We form God’s body on the Earth,
and give our planet its rebirth,
into a Golden Age of Love,
with ample blessings from Above.
We set all people free to see
that oneness is reality,
and in that oneness we will be
whole for all eternity.
And now the Earth is truly healed,
all life in God’s perfection sealed.

God is Father, God is Mother,
we see God in each other.

1. Whatever god you worship, you are wor-
shipping a false god. Acknowledging this is the 
beginning of a true relationship with God.

Hail One in All
God is Father, God is Mother,
we see one within the other.
Buddha space, Mother time,
tis the secret so sublime.

Christ the Son, sees the All,
sees the Allness in the small.
Holy Spirit, sacred flow,
urging life to ever grow.

2. Only that which is external to the self can be 
worshipped, for worship implies distance be-
tween the self and the object of worship.

Hail One in All

3. Better to worship no god than to worship – 
or seek – an external god that is nothing but a 
graven image.

Hail One in All

4. The One true God is the Infinite. That which 
is infinite is everywhere present—or it would 
not be infinite. 

Hail One in All

5. How can one find a place where the Infinite 
is not? Thus, the sense of being separated from 
the Infinite can only be an illusion that exists in 
the mind. 

Hail One in All

6. This illusion springs from the separate self, 
which is itself an illusion that the conscious 
self has chosen to take on—as a pair of colored 
glasses.

Hail One in All
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7. The Infinite has expressed itself as self-
aware extensions of itself. Thus, the conscious 
self is more than the separate self and can never 
truly be separated from the Infinite out of 
which it sprang.

God is Father, God is Mother,
we see one within the other.
Buddha space, Mother time,
tis the secret so sublime.

Christ the Son, sees the All,
sees the Allness in the small.
Holy Spirit, sacred flow,
urging life to ever grow.

8. The separate self forms a filter that colors 
how the conscious self sees everything. Separa-
tion creates the graven image of an external 
god that must be worshipped in order to secure 
salvation for the separate self.

Hail One in All

9. Walking the spiritual path is a process 
whereby the conscious self comes to see that 
true salvation means overcoming the illusion of 
separation between the self and the Infinite. 
True salvation is the Path of Oneness, whereby 
the self comes to accept itself as an extension 
of the Infinite.

Hail One in All

1. Throat, Solar plexus

Hail Mary, we give praise
the Mother Light in all you raise.
In perfect balance light will stream,
in harmony our souls will gleam. 

Refrain:
Oh Mother Mary, we release
all thoughts and feelings less than peace,
releasing now all patterns old,
we leave behind the mortal mold.

River of Life, eternal flow,
we will to live, we will to grow.
We will transcend and be the more,
the joy of life we do adore.

All troubles in the heart now cease,
as Mary’s love brings great release.
The rose of twelve in fullest bloom,
the soul is free to meet her groom.

The throat is shining oh so blue,
the will of God is always true.
God’s power is released in love
through Christ direction from Above.

The solar center is at peace,
as fear and anger we release.
The sacred ten will now unfold
a glow of purple and of gold.

When Mother Light and Buddha meet,
the force of darkness they defeat,
with Jesus and our Saint Germain,
they bring the Golden Age again. 

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss,
as I am in eternal bliss,
floating in a space sublime,
in harmony with sacred chime.

Coda:
By Mother Mary’s endless Grace,
we conquer time, we conquer space.
The Buddha Nature is in all
and thus we rise to heed the call
to be the Christed ones on Earth,
the Golden Age is given birth.
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1. When the conscious self begins to overcome 
the illusion of separation, it can begin to ques-
tion the further illusion that there is an external 
god seeking to force its will upon the self.

God is Father, God is Mother,
we see one within the other.
Buddha space, Mother time,
tis the secret so sublime.

Christ the Son, sees the All,
sees the Allness in the small.
Holy Spirit, sacred flow,
urging life to ever grow.

2. The conscious self begins to see that any ex-
ternal force seeking to force its will upon the 
self cannot be the Infinite.

Hail One in All

3. The Infinite – being all there is and thus 
completely self-sufficient – has no need to 
force an external will upon any extension of 
itself. The Infinite is not external to any part of 
creation but is present within everything.

Hail One in All

4. Only a being trapped in the illusion of sepa-
ration has the need to force its will upon others. 
For only such a being can believe it needs 
something from outside itself—instead of find-
ing wholeness in the kingdom within.

Hail One in All

5. The first step toward oneness is when the 
conscious self begins to grasp the truth that it 
must free itself from any external force. For 
this is the only way to make truly free choices.

Hail One in All

6. The Infinite has expressed itself as the con-
scious self and because the conscious self is an 
extension of itself, the Infinite wants only what 

is best for the conscious self—namely the 
abundant life.

Hail One in All

7. What is best for the conscious self is to re-
turn to oneness with the Infinite, thus inheriting 
the abundant life that it is the good pleasure of 
the Infinite to give to all extensions of itself.

Hail One in All

8. The Infinite wants the conscious self to re-
turn to oneness, but as separation was the result 
of a free-will choice, oneness must be the result 
of a free choice. The spiritual path is a process 
of the conscious self freeing itself from any 
external force, so that it can make completely 
free choices.

Hail One in All 

9. The beginning of freedom is the realization 
by the conscious self that it must shake off any 
external will seeking to force its decisions. It 
must return to its own internal will in order to 
make the free choice to come into oneness with 
its infinite source and inherit the abundant life. 

Hail One in All

2. Third Eye, Soul

Hail Mary, we give praise
the Mother Light in all you raise.
In perfect balance light will stream,
in harmony our souls will gleam. 

Refrain:
Oh Mother Mary, we release
all thoughts and feelings less than peace,
releasing now all patterns old,
we leave behind the mortal mold.

River of Life, eternal flow,
we will to live, we will to grow.
We will transcend and be the more,
the joy of life we do adore.
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All troubles in the heart now cease,
as Mary’s love brings great release.
The rose of twelve in fullest bloom,
the soul is free to meet her groom.

Oh Mother Mary, we release
all thoughts and feelings less than peace,
releasing now all patterns old,
we leave behind the mortal mold.

River of Life, eternal flow,
we will to live, we will to grow.
We will transcend and be the more,
the joy of life we do adore.

The brow emits an emerald hue,
Christ’s perfect vision we pursue,
and as we see God’s perfect plan,
we feel God’s love for every man.

The soul is basking in delight,
as violet flame is shining bright.
The soul is breathing God’s pure air,
she feels so free in Mother’s care.

When Mother Light and Buddha meet,
the force of darkness they defeat,
with Jesus and our Saint Germain,
they bring the Golden Age again.

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss,
as I am in eternal bliss,
floating in a space sublime,
in harmony with sacred chime.

Coda:
By Mother Mary’s endless Grace,
we conquer time, we conquer space.
The Buddha Nature is in all
and thus we rise to heed the call
to be the Christed ones on Earth,
the Golden Age is given birth.

1. I now look upon this planetary home and its 
long history of conflict. I see that all this is van-
ity and I cry out to the Infinite for a higher way. 
I see that there must be more to life than this 
ongoing struggle.

Hail Higher Power
To take back freedom of my will,
I find the point within so still.
The Infinite is in my heart,
from here my choices always start.

I see now with the single eye,
that “I am God and God is I.”
Unfolding like a sacred flower,
I find within my higher power.

2. I now look upon my own life and my per-
sonal history of struggling against outer cir-
cumstances. I see that even what has caused me 
pleasure and pride has only bound me to a 
treadmill of seeking more in this finite world.

Hail Higher Power

3. I begin to see that my whole life – possibly 
for many lifetimes – has been swallowed up by 
an impossible quest of seeking something 
through the filter of my finite self. I have 
sought wholeness outside myself instead of 
finding the kingdom within me.

Hail Higher Power

4. I see that my finite self is driven by the fear 
that springs from knowing that it is separated 
from the Infinite and thus can never come into 
oneness with the Infinite, can never be saved. 

Hail Higher Power

5. I see that my finite self is on an impossible 
quest of seeking to compensate for this by 
seeking wholeness through the things of the 
Ma-ter world.

Hail Higher Power
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6. I now see that because my conscious self is 
an extension of the Infinite, I can never be 
completely fulfilled by anything in this finite 
world. I will always long for something beyond 
this finite world, namely oneness with my infi-
nite source.

To take back freedom of my will,
I find the point within so still.
The Infinite is in my heart,
from here my choices always start.

I see now with the single eye,
that “I am God and God is I.”
Unfolding like a sacred flower,
I find within my higher power.

7. I see and acknowledge that I have had 
enough of this impossible quest of the finite 
self. I desire to be MORE, I desire to experi-
ence more to life than what the finite world can 
offer.

Hail Higher Power

8. I now see that instead of crying out to an ex-
ternal god to give me what I need or save me, 
the true path to being MORE is to find the Infi-
nite part of my own self. I see that the kingdom 
of the Infinite is within me.

Hail Higher Power

9. I now cry out to my Infinite self, my I AM 
Presence, to rend the veil between my con-
scious mind and my conscious self, so that I 
may experience myself as that conscious self 
and as an extension of the Infinite.

Hail Higher Power

3. Crown, Base

Hail Mary, we give praise
the Mother Light in all you raise.
In perfect balance light will stream,
in harmony our souls will gleam. 

Refrain:
Oh Mother Mary, we release
all thoughts and feelings less than peace,
releasing now all patterns old,
we leave behind the mortal mold.

River of Life, eternal flow,
we will to live, we will to grow.
We will transcend and be the more,
the joy of life we do adore.

All troubles in the heart now cease,
as Mary’s love brings great release.
The rose of twelve in fullest bloom,
the soul is free to meet her groom.

The crown is like a sea of gold,
as thousand petals now unfold.
We see the Buddha in the crown,
arrayed in his celestial gown.

The base is of the purest white,
four petals radiate your light.
The Mother bows in purest love
to God the Father from Above.

When Mother Light and Buddha meet,
the force of darkness they defeat,
with Jesus and our Saint Germain,
they bring the Golden Age again.

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss,
as I am in eternal bliss,
floating in a space sublime,
in harmony with sacred chime.

Coda:
By Mother Mary’s endless Grace,
we conquer time, we conquer space.
The Buddha Nature is in all
and thus we rise to heed the call
to be the Christed ones on Earth,
the Golden Age is given birth.
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1. I now see that so far most of my choices 
have not been free, for they have been made 
through the filter of my separate self. I have 
allowed the forces of this world to pull me 
away from oneness with my own higher being.

To take back freedom of my will,
I find the point within so still.
The Infinite is in my heart,
from here my choices always start.

I see now with the single eye,
that “I am God and God is I.”
Unfolding like a sacred flower,
I find within my higher power.

2. I see that in order to attain freedom from the 
finite treadmill of making unenlightened 
choices, I must consciously – as the conscious 
self that I AM – take back the power of my will 
from all external forces.

Hail Higher Power

3. I can do this ONLY by going within and 
seeking attunement with my own infinite will, 
the will that is beyond anything in this world, 
including my finite self. 

Hail Higher Power

4. This is the will that is the very source of my 
desire to co-create. Thus, I call to my Infinite 
self to help me rend the veil and consciously 
experience the point when my Being said: “I 
will to co-create!”

Hail Higher Power

5. I see that my Infinite will resides in my Infi-
nite Self, my I AM Presence. This is the will 
that I used when I made the choice to descend 
into the Ma-ter spheres for the first time. I also 
used this will to – consciously and willingly – 
formulate my divine plan for this lifetime.

Hail Higher Power

6. I now see myself as the conscious self that is 
a self-aware extension of the Infinite. In that 
true self-awareness, I make the conscious, free 
decision that I am willing to reconnect to the 
true will of my own Infinite Being—for I see 
this is my own will and not the will of an ex-
ternal god.

Hail Higher Power

7. I am willing to fulfill my reason for descend-
ing into the Ma-ter spheres. I am willing to be 
here below all that I AM above. 

Hail Higher Power

8. I am willing to reconnect to my vow to help 
Saint Germain manifest his Golden Age on this 
planet. I am willing to bring the light of my 
God Flame into Ma-terialization.

Hail Higher Power

9. I am willing to be the open door through 
which the Light of my Infinite Being can shine 
into the Ma-ter realm of Earth and Ma-terialize 
Saint Germain’s Golden Age on this planet—
NOW! 

Hail Higher Power
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4. Combined

Hail Mary, we give praise
the Mother Light in all you raise.
In perfect balance light will stream,
in harmony our souls will gleam. 

Refrain:
Oh Mother Mary, we release
all thoughts and feelings less than peace,
releasing now all patterns old,
we leave behind the mortal mold.

River of Life, eternal flow,
we will to live, we will to grow.
We will transcend and be the more,
the joy of life we do adore.

All troubles in the heart now cease,
as Mary’s love brings great release.
The rose of twelve in fullest bloom,
the soul is free to meet her groom.

The throat is shining oh so blue,
the will of God is always true.
God’s power is released in love
through Christ direction from Above.

The solar center is at peace,
as fear and anger we release.
The sacred ten will now unfold
a glow of purple and of gold.

All troubles in the heart now cease,
as Mary’s love brings great release.
The rose of twelve in fullest bloom,
the soul is free to meet her groom.

The brow emits an emerald hue,
Christ’s perfect vision we pursue,
and as we see God’s perfect plan,
we feel God’s love for every man.

The soul is basking in delight,
as violet flame is shining bright.
The soul is breathing God’s pure air,
she feels so free in Mother’s care.

All troubles in the heart now cease,
as Mary’s love brings great release.
The rose of twelve in fullest bloom,
the soul is free to meet her groom.

The crown is like a sea of gold,
as thousand petals now unfold.
We see the Buddha in the crown,
arrayed in his celestial gown.

The base is of the purest white,
four petals radiate your light.
The Mother bows in purest love
to God the Father from Above.

When Mother Light and Buddha meet,
the force of darkness they defeat,
with Jesus and our Saint Germain,
they bring the Golden Age again.

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss,
as I am in eternal bliss,
floating in a space sublime,
in harmony with sacred chime.

Coda:
By Mother Mary’s endless Grace,
we conquer time, we conquer space.
The Buddha Nature is in all
and thus we rise to heed the call
to be the Christed ones on Earth,
the Golden Age is given birth.
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I AM being More
River of Life, abundant flow
with your light I am aglow.

I am flowing—I am growing,
one with your eternal knowing.
Fill my space—with your grace, 
I am in my rightful place.
I will BE—forever free,
my God plan I always see.
Sacred dove—from above,
no conditions in God’s love.
As I call—light does fall,
raising up the Christ in all.
Life is sealed—all are healed,
God’s perfection is revealed.
We begin—without sin,
one with God, we will win.
Life is one—God has won,
a new day has begun.
Sacred light—oh so bright,
everything is now set right.
Earth is free—now to BE,
Freedom’s Star for all to see.
Always MORE—than before,
River of Life I do adore.
I AM MORE—forevermore,
the Flow of Life I do restore.

River of life, through the Son,
Father, Mother are as one.

I AM the light which lights every being that 
comes into the world, and I demand that all 
people have the opportunity to make a truly 
free choice to be part of Saint Germain’s 
Golden Age or to reject the abundant life in full 
knowledge of what they are doing.

I AM the light which lights every being that 
comes into the world, and I demand that those 
who reject the abundant life are removed from 
this planet so they can pursue the path of sepa-
ration without dragging humanity and the Earth 
down with them.

I AM the light which lights every being that 
comes into the world, and I AM the Ma-
terialization of Saint Germain’s great Golden 
Age on Earth, NOW and in the eternal NOW.

Sealing
I AM the light which lights every being that 
comes into the world, and I am sealed from the 
anti-will of my own separate self, from the 
anti-will of the separate selves of other people 
and from the anti-will of the prince of this 
world. For I seek always the eternal stillness, 
the point of the Infinite within me. As my eye is 
single in knowing “I am God and God is I,” the 
prince of this world comes and has nothing in 
me.

I am sealed in my conscious acceptance of 
my oneness with my own Infinite Being and 
with all beings who are one with the Infinite. 
Thus, I am sealed in the great flow of the River 
of Life that IS Jesus Christ, Master MORE, 
Mother Mary and Saint Germain. In oneness I 
AM MORE—forever more.
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